Abstract. Making correct access-control decisions is central to security, which in turn requires accounting correctly for the identity, credentials, roles, authority, and privileges of users and their agents. In networked systems, these decisions are made more complex because of delegation and differing access-control policies. Methods for reasoning rigorously about access control and computer-assisted reasoning tools for verification are effective for providing assurances of security. In this paper we extend the access-control logic of [11, 1] to also support reasoning about role-based access control (RBAC), which is a popular technique for reducing the complexity of assigning privileges to users. The result is an accesscontrol logic which is simple enough for design and verification engineers to use to assure the correctness of systems with access-control requirements but yet powerful enough to reason about delegations, credentials, and trusted authorities. We explain how to describe RBAC components such as user assignments, permission assignments, role inheritance, role activations, and users' requests. The logic and its extensions are proved to be sound and implemented in the HOL (Higher Order Logic version 4) theorem prover. We also provide formal support for RBAC's static separation of duty and dynamic separation of duty constraints in the HOL theorem prover. As a result, HOL can be used to verify properties of RBAC access-control policies, credentials, authority, and delegations.
Introduction
The ubiquitous use of inter-networked computers makes controlled access to information and services simultaneously essential and complex. Access is ultimately granted based on establishing a relationship between a principal and her privileges with respect to a particular object. In networked systems, requests and authority may be delegated. This complicates the task of establishing the identity and authority of principals behind access requests.
One interesting specialty logic for reasoning about access-control policies and decisions is the access-control logic of Abadi and colleagues [11, 1] . This modal logic brings clarity and consistency to reasoning about access requests because it provides a formal model of principals, statements, credentials, authority, trust, and delegations. However, this logic lacks the capability for specifying and reasoning about role-based access control (RBAC) [4, 6] . RBAC policies are particularly well-suited for large-scale computing systems, because they reduce the administrative complexity of associating users with permissions by decoupling the two: users are authorized for roles, and permissions are assigned to roles. RBAC also supports a decentralized view of access control.
Our objective is to unify within a single logic the ability to describe and reason about access-control requests and decisions based on the relationships between principals, statements, and trusted authorities while accounting for credentials, delegation, and RBAC roles. We therefore extend the access-control logic of Abadi to encompass three major RBAC components: (1) user-role associations, (2) role-permission associations, and (3) role-inheritance relations. We express user-role associations as delegations (roles delegate their authority to users to act on their behalf); role-permission associations and role-inheritance relations are expressed as relations among principals and sets of statements by which certain statements of one principal may be attributed to another principal. With these extensions, we can (1) model RBAC policies within the access-control logic, and (2) reason about RBAC-based access-control decisions.
Other researchers have used modal logic for describing security policies and properties [8, 2] . Those frameworks are more general than ours, but require a high level of sophistication on the part of users. Our objective was to identify a simple logic accessible to engineers that nonetheless could describe a wide variety of access-control concerns. Our experiences teaching the Abadi logic to computer science and engineering Master's students indicate that the logic meets those criteria [12, 13] .
To verify the soundness of the access-control logic and its extensions, we use the HOL (Higher Order Logic version 4) theorem prover [7, 10] . Defining the access-control logic within HOL serves several purposes. First, HOL is used to verify the soundness of the access-control logic. Second, because HOL is an open system, all of our proofs can be easily checked by third parties. Finally, the existence of an executable and verifiable access-control logic implemented in HOL makes both the access-control logic and a means for formal verification available to design and verification engineers.
In addition to user-role associations, role-permission associations, and role hierarchies, RBAC allows the specification of constraints that prevent users from (1) being assigned to roles that are in conflict (static separation of duty), and (2) activating certain roles simultaneously (dynamic separation of duty). These constraints are outside the direct scope of the access-control logic, which focuses on access-control decisions for a specific policy. In contrast, the separation of duty constraints impose limits on what should be considered a well-defined or consistent policy in the first place. However, like the access-control logic, these constraints can be described and verified within the higher-order logic of HOL. Hence, we are able to use higher-order logic to verify the consistency of a specific RBAC policy prior to using the access-control logic to reason about accesscontrol decisions based on that policy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief RBAC tutorial. Section 3 describes the syntax and and semantics of our logic, which builds on the work of Abadi and colleagues [11, 1] . Section 4 explains how RBAC relations are described in our extended logic. Section 5 presents the HOL definitions of static and dynamic separation of duty constraints. Finally, our conclusions are in Section 6.
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [5, 4, 6] replaces direct user-permission associations in traditional access control through a combination of user-role and role-permission associations. Rather than assigning individuals specific permissions that may change as their duties and status change, an RBAC policy assigns users to roles and grants permissions to roles. In RBAC, an access request q made by a user U will be granted if and only if U is authorized to act in a role R that has been granted the permission q.
RBAC policies involve three essential entities: a set of users, a set of roles, and a set of permissions. RBAC also defines a set UA of user assignments and a set PA of permission assignments: (U, R) ∈ UA means that user U has the right to act in role R, and (p, R) ∈ PA means that permission p is assigned to role R.
Role Inheritance
RBAC also includes a partial order over roles called role inheritance. When role R 1 inherits role R 2 , denoted R 1 R 2 , every user U explicitly assigned to role R 1 is also implicitly assigned to role R 2 ; likewise, every permission p explicitly associated with role R 2 is implicitly associated with role R 1 . The sets authorized users(R) and authorized permissions(R) define the authorized users and authorized permissions of a role R are given respectively:
From these definitions, it is straightforward to verify the following two properties:
Separation of Duty
RBAC also supports constraints such as separation of duty. Static separation of duty provides a way to specify mutually exclusive roles (i.e., roles that should never have authorized users in common). In RBAC, static separation of duty is represented by a set SSD of pairs (rs, n), where rs is a set of mutually exclusive roles and n ≥ 2. When (rs, n) is in SSD, no users should be authorized to act in n or more of the roles in rs.
Note that static separation of duty constrains the role hierarchy as well as the user-role assignment UA. For example, if a user U is authorized to act in role R 1 and R 1 inherits R 2 , U is also authorized to act in role R 2 . Thus, both UA and must be checked to ensure that they satisfy the SSD constraints.
Dynamic separation of duty constrains the combinations of roles that users may activate at any given instant, and is specified by a set DSD of pairs similar to SSD. When (rs, n) is in DSD, a user cannot have n or more roles in rs simultaneously activated. When a user activates a set of roles, the set of roles constitutes a session. The function session roles(s) determines the set of activated roles associated with the session s. In an RBAC system, the role-activation monitor denies any role-activation requests that would violate the DSD constraints.
RBAC Example
As an example of an RBAC policy, consider a hypothetical academic department that houses both Computer Science (CS) and Computer Engineering (CE) programs. The department includes both tenured and untenured faculty, and every faculty member is associated with at least one of the two academic programs. In addition, the department has a chairperson and a Promotion & Tenure (P& T) committee. Thus, there are seven relevant roles for this example: ROLES = {Fac, Ten, UnTen, CS Fac, CE Fac, Chair, P&T VM}. Figure 1 provides a Hasse diagram representing a plausible role-inheritance relation for this scenario (e.g., the roles Chair and P&T VM both inherit Ten).
The standard academic situation is that no one can be both tenured and untenured, and hence the roles Ten and UnTen should be mutually exclusive. Furthermore, the department's bylaws mandate that the chair cannot be a P&T voting member. These constraints can be represented by the following static separation-of-duty relation:
Because the roles Chair and P&T VM both inherit the Ten role, these two constraints also prevent untenured faculty from being department chair and from being voting members of the P&T committee.
The department's bylaws also require the P&T Committee to contain a fixed number of representatives from each of the CS and CE programs. Thus, for the purposes of P&T deliberations, no faculty member can simultaneously represent both the CS and CE programs, although she may be associated with both programs. This constraint can be represented by the following dynamic separation-of-duty relation:
Thus, no one may simultaneously act as CS faculty, CE faculty, and a P&T voting member, although they may authorized for all three roles and may act in any two of those roles simultaneously.
We have not explicitly given the user-role and permission-role assignments. However, suppose that the permission read student grade reports is associated with the faculty role Fac (i.e., (read student grade reports, Fac) ∈ PA), and that Alice is explicitly assigned to the role Chair (i.e., (Alice, Chair) ∈ UA). First of all, note that the SSD relation prohibits any user from being authorized for both the Ten and UnTen roles. Thus, the role hierarchy prevents Alice from being assigned to the UnTen role, as her assignment to Chair also implicitly authorizes her for the Ten role. Second, the role-inheritance relation also authorizes Alice to act in the role Fac (Alice ∈ authorized users(Fac)), and hence she is entitled to adopt either the Fac or Chair roles to read student grade reports.
Having described the key concepts of RBAC, we now introduce a modal logic for access control in which RBAC relationships can be described.
A Logic for Reasoning About Access Control
The access-control logic of Abadi and colleagues [11, 1] incorporates a calculus of principals into a standard multi-agent modal logic. The result is a set of logical rules for manipulating formulas that provides a tool for reasoning about access control, delegation, and trust.
Principals are entities (e.g., people, machines, encryption keys, and processes) that make statements. Principals can be either a simple name (e.g., "Alice") or compound principals (e.g., "Alice and Carol "). Statements are the things that principals say, such as "read file foo" or "Alice can read file foo."
In this section, we extend the Abadi logic with a few constructs that will allow us to reason about requests in the context of RBAC.
Syntax
We start out by introducing a collection of principal expressions, ranged over by P and Q. Letting A range over a countable set of simple principal names, the abstract syntax of principal expressions is given as follows:
The principal P & Q represents a compound principal who makes exactly those statements made by both P and Q. P |Q represents an abstract principal corresponding to principal P quoting principal Q. P for A Q represents a principal P acting on behalf of principal Q: P for A Q is syntactic sugar for P |Q & A|Q, where A is a principal that vouches for P 's authorization to make statements on Q's behalf [1] .
For the logic itself, we let p range over a countable collection of primitive propositions and define the abstract syntax for the logic as follows:
T ranges over sets of formulas that include only formulas of the forms included on the first line (e.g., not involving T , serves A T , or T ); the forms involving T are our extensions.
Primitive propositions are used to represent requests and permissions, while the formula P says ϕ represents principal P making the statement ϕ. In turn, P ⇒ Q represents a relationship between principals P and Q through which statements of P can also be attributed to Q. The formula P T Q, pronounced as "P is mimicked by Q on T ," is our extension to the logic, inspired by Howell and Kotz's restricted speaks for relation T ⇒ [9] . This restricted mimics formula represents a weaker relation than P ⇒ Q, in part because only P 's statements from the set T can be attributed to Q. Finally, P serves A T Q (the restricted serves relation) and P T Q (the restricted inherits relation) are syntactic sugar for P |Q T A|Q and (P ⇒ Q) ∧ (Q T P ), respectively.
Semantics
The semantics of the logic is based on Kripke structures. A Kripke structure is a triple M = W, I, J , where W is a set of possible worlds, I is an interpretation function that maps each primitive proposition to a set of worlds, and J is an interpretation function that maps each primitive principal to a binary relation over W . We extend J to a functionJ over arbitrary principal expressions as follows:J (A) = J(A) , and we say that M satisfies ϕ provided that (M, w) |= ϕ for all w ∈ W . We say that ϕ is valid if every Kripke structure M satisfies ϕ.
Logical Rules
The Kripke structures provide a precise semantics for the logic, but it is not convenient to reason at that level. Thus, we introduce a collection of logical rules for manipulating logical expressions. These rules, given in Figure 3 , are sound with respect to the Kripke semantics: for every formula ϕ, if ϕ is derivable (i.e., ϕ), then ϕ is valid (i.e., satisfied in all Kripke structures).
Our Extensions to the Access-Control Logic
The original Abadi logic is unable to adequately describe RBAC for two reasons: its notion of roles conflicts with the RBAC concept, and it provides no way to express the role-permission associations. Specifically, the Abadi logic includes a special class of principals called roles, and arbitrary principals can adopt roles to make requests (e.g., "(Alice as Fac) says ϕ"). However, adopting roles is at the principal's discretion, and the effect is a reduction of privileges (e.g., Alice as Fac has fewer privileges than Alice does). In contrast, an RBAC user is granted privileges purely through the adoption of roles, and only when the user has been authorized to adopt a given role. Thus, reasoning about RBAC requires us to ϕ if ϕ is an instance of a propositional-logic tautology ϕ ϕ ⊃ ϕ ϕ ϕ P says ϕ (for all P ) (P says (ϕ ⊃ ϕ )) ⊃ (P says ϕ ⊃ P says ϕ ) ϕ if ϕ a valid formula of the calculus of principals
(for all ϕ ∈ T ) Fig. 3 . Logical rules for the derivability predicate
(P serves A T Q) ∧ (P |Q says s) ⊃ (P forAQ says s) (for every s ∈ T ) (Role Del)
Q2)
(for all T2 ⊆ T1) (Role Sub)
Fig. 4. Logical rules related to T , serves
A T , and T model role-permission associations, which relate roles (principals) with sets of permissions (sets of statements). We can model these RBAC notions in our logic using our three extensions: the restricted mimicked by relation, the restricted serves relation, and the restricted inherits relation. We explain how to do so in the next section. For now, we introduce to our logical system some additional rules related to these relations. These rules (see Figure 4 ) are all sound with respect to the Kripke semantics.
Describing RBAC Policies in the Access-Control Logic
When a user U acts in a role R and makes a request q, a reference monitor makes an access-control decision based on UA and PA. The request will be granted if the user has the right to act in role R (i.e., U ∈ authorized users(R)) and q is a permission associated with role R (i.e., q ∈ authorized permissions(R)).
For the logic to support reasoning about a specific RBAC policy, it must provide ways to express the following components: (1) RBAC entities (e.g., users, roles, permissions), (2) role activation and user requests, and (3) the roleinheritance relationship. We consider these components in turn.
Describing RBAC Entities
We represent users and roles as principals in the logic, and we represent permissions as primitive propositions. UA and PA are jointly represented in the logic as statements of the form U serves RA ap(R) R, where RA represents a role authority that certifies that the user U has the right to act in the role R, and ap(R) is the set of propositions corresponding to the permissions in the set authorized permissions(R).
1 Simply put, U serves RA ap(R) R indicates that user U is an authorized user of role R and may make requests involving permissions associated with R.
The reference monitor's ultimate decision on whether to grant a request q is based on a series of access-control list (ACL) entries, each of which can be expressed as
where U ∈ authorized users(R) and q ∈ authorized permissions(R). That is, if the reference monitor can verify that (1) a user U is making the request q while activated in the role R, and (2) q is a permission associated with role R, then the reference monitor will grant the request.
Describing User Requests
In RBAC, all requests by users are made within the context of a role. The result is that two principals-the user and the role-are involved in all requests. We use quoting to describe role assertions (e.g., U |R) and the says operator to represent the actual requests. For example, a user U asserting role R and making a request q is represented as U |R says q. Multiple requests can be expressed through conjunction, as in U |R says (q 1 ∧ q 2 ) or (U |R 1 says q 1 ) ∧ (U |R 2 says q 2 ).
Note that the statement U |R says q does not guarantee that U is authorized for role R: it merely states that U is claiming to be acting in role R. There is no danger, however that an inappropriate request will be granted: the ACL entry requires the reference monitor to deduce (via Role Del) that (U for RA R) says q, which is possible only when U is authorized for role R.
Describing Role Inheritance
The relationship R 1 R 2 is expressed in the logic by the formula R 1 ap(R2) R 2 , which is syntactic sugar for (
It is important to confirm that this formulation accurately captures all of the important properties of inheritance: reflexivity, transitivity, and the subset relationships between related roles' authorized users and authorized permissions. That is, we must ensure that the logical rules (and thus the logic's semantics) validate the following properties:
This rule is an instance of the -reflexivity rule ( Ref) from Figure 4 .
Recall that, whenever R 2 R 3 , authorized permissions(R 3 ) is a subset of authorized permissions(R 2 ), and thus ap(R 3 ) ⊆ ap(R 2 ). Therefore, ap(R 3 ) = ap(R 3 ) ∩ ap(R 2 ), and the desired rule is simply an instance of thetransitivity rule ( Trans) from Figure 4 .
-For all roles R 1 and R 2 , users U , and role authorities RA,
That is, if U is an authorized user of R 1 and R 1 inherits R 2 , then U is also an authorized user of R 2 . Once again, we rely on the relationship ap(R 2 ) ⊆ ap(R 1 ) to see that the desired rule is simply an instance of the role-subsumption (Role Sub) rule from Figure 4 .
Reasoning About Access-Control Decisions
To demonstrate the use of the logic in reasoning about access-control decisions, we return to the example from Section 2. We temporarily ignore the separationof-duty constraints, and focus on the access-control aspects of the example.
Recall that the permission read student grade reports is associated with the role Fac: we use rsg as the primitive proposition corresponding to this permission. For simplicity, we also assume the permission rant (proposition rt ) is assigned to the Ten role; there are no other explicit permission assignments.
Thus, the role hierarchy shown in Figure 1 can be described as follows:
Recall that Alice is explicitly assigned to the role Chair. This fact can be represented in the logic by the statement Alice serves RA {rsg,rt} Chair. This statement, along with the description of the role hierarchy above, provide the basis for reasoning about whether Alice should be allowed to read student grade reports.
More specifically, we interpret Alice's attempt to read student grade reports as a statement Alice|Fac says rsg. Ultimately, the reference monitor must be able to deduce that (Alice for RA Fac) says rsg, in which case the request will be granted. Table 1 . Mapping from RBAC to Access-Control Logic RBAC Access-Control Logic A permission q is associated with role R p ∈ ap(R) User U is authorized to act in role R.
U serves Figure 4 's role-delegation rule (Role Del) to deduce (Alice for RA Fac) says rsg as needed. As a result, Alice's request can be granted. Table 1 summarizes how RBAC concepts are translated into formulas of the access-control logic, providing a guideline for describing RBAC policies in the logic. The logical rules in Figure 4 provide the basis for reasoning about accesscontrol decisions. Specifically, to determine whether a request U |R says q should be granted, it suffices to determine whether the statement (U for RA R) says q can be deduced from the logical rules.
Summary

Formal Specifications of RBAC Constraints
RBAC's separation-of-duty constraints do not directly affect access-control decisions, in that they are not checked at the time a decision is made. Rather, they impose additional restrictions on the initial specification of an RBAC policy. Therefore, we have not incorporated them into our access-control logic. However, it is desirable to be able to verify that a given policy is consistent: its user-role assignment and role hierarchy should not conflict with the stated separation-ofduty constraints.
For this reason, we have formalized RBAC constraints in the Higher-Order Logic (HOL) theorem prover. The result is a tool which one can verify the consistency of RBAC policies. Because the access-control logic has also been implemented and proved sound in HOL, we can easily convert RBAC policies which has been proved consistent in HOL into the access-control logic for reasoning about access-control decisions.
Static Separation of Duty
The role-inheritance relationship between roles R 1 and R 2 (R 1 R 2 ) is a partial order and thus reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric. In RBAC, the role hierarchy is generally represented pictorially by a Hasse diagram. We implement Hasse diagrams in HOL as a set HSD of pairs, with (R 1 , R 2 ) ∈ HSD precisely when there's an explicit edge between R 1 and R 2 in the Hasse diagram. It is then straightforward to define as the reflexive, transitive closure of HSD, relative to the set ROLES of roles:
where (CURRY HSD) R 1 R 2 is equivalent to (R 1 , R 2 ) ∈ HSD and the predicate RTC (defined in HOL's Relation theory) identifies the elements in the reflexive, transitive closure of a relation. For example, the Hasse diagram from Figure 1 can be represented by a set HSD as follows:
Letting ROLES be the set {Chair, P&T VM, Ten, UnTen, CS Fac, CE Fac, Fac}, the inheritance relation is given by:
The set of users authorized for a role R depends on both the user-role assignments (UA) and the inheritance relation ; likewise, the set of permissions associated with a role depends on the permission assignments (PA) and . Thus, we define predicates authorized users and authorized permissions as follows:
It is straightforward to prove that, whenever R 1 R 2 -that is, when (R 1 , R 2 ) is in rhRel HSD ROLES-the following two properties hold:
(authorized users R 1 UA HSD ROLES) ⊆ (authorized users R 2 UA HSD ROLES) (authorized permissions R 2 PA HSD ROLES) ⊆ (authorized permissions R 1 PA HSD ROLES).
As described in Section 2, static separation-of-duty constraints are given by a set SSD : each pair (rs, n) ∈ SSD represents a constraint to prevent users from being authorized for n or more roles in rs. Because the set of authorized users for a given role depends on both the user assignment and the role hierarchy, we must consider both when determining whether a particular RBAC policy is consistent with its separation-of-duty constraints. The predicate isConsistent verifies that a given user assignment UA and role hierarchy (given as a Hasse diagram HSD and a set of ROLES ) do not violate the SSD constraints:
where CARD t returns the number of elements in the finite set t and FINITE s returns true if the set s is a finite set.
[4] identifies several properties that should hold of consistent RBAC policies, such as that if two roles are mutually exclusive, then no nonempty role can possibly inherit both of them. We have verified that these properties do hold in our HOL implementation, which provides additional assurance that we have accurately captured the definitions.
Dynamic Separation of Duty
Dynamic separation of duty imposes constraints on the roles that a user can have activated at any given instant. Like static separation of duty, these constraints are expressed as a set DSD : each pair (rs, n) ∈ DSD represents a constraint that prevents a user from activating n or more roles in rs simultaneously.
In other words, if the set of roles associated with a user's session s is a subset of rs, the number of roles in session roles(s) must be less than n. The predicate SessionSatisfies verifies that a session s satisfies the DSD constraints:
∀ s DSD ROLES. SessionSatisfies s DSD ROLES = ∀ rs n. (rs ⊆ ROLES) ∧ (FINITE rs) ∧ (n ≥ 2) ∧ (CARD rs ≥ n)∧ ((rs, n) ∈ DSD) ⊃ (∀ t. (t ⊆ rs) ∧ (t ⊆ session roles(s)) ⊃ (CARD t < n)).
As with static separation of duty, [4] also identified necessary consequences for dynamic separation of duty constraints, such as that, if two roles are mutually exclusive for activation, no session may involve both roles. We have verified that these properties hold of our HOL implementation.
be provably secure. An implication of this last point is the need for a simple, formal, and rigorous logic for reasoning about access control in a wide variety of forms and situations. Such a logic could be used by designers to reason about access-control decisions in ways that are analogous to how digital designers use propositional logic to reason about digital designs. Our conclusion is that such a logic is possible, based on our experience defining a modal logic capable of specifying and reasoning about access-control policies and decisions that utilize role-based access control (RBAC). In our logic, user assignments, permission assignments, and role hierarchies are defined within the access-control logic. In so doing, we have soundly united in a single logic the ability to reason about privileges, authority, delegation, credentials, and RBAC. We are currently extending the logic to support the administration of RBAC roles with concepts such as administrative scope [14, 3] .
The requirement that engineers prove that their designs are correct and secure necessitates the development of automated tools and verification methods. To help meet this need, both the access-control logic and the consistency checks for static and dynamic separation-of-duty constraints are defined as conservative extensions to the logic of the Higher Order Logic (HOL) theorem prover [10] . The HOL extensions provide an executable implementation of the access-control logic, and the inference rules have been verified to be sound. Likewise, verification of static and dynamic separation-of-duty constraints of RBAC policies is also done in HOL. While we do not anticipate that theorem provers such as HOL will be routinely used by practicing engineers, the HOL definitions and theorems are a rigorous and provably correct basis for computer-assisted reasoning tools such as symbolic simulators, rewriting systems, and symbolic calculators. Such tools are accessible and familiar to engineers and do not carry the same burden of formal proof when compared to full-scale theorem proving systems such as HOL.
